Top-Flo® C-Series Pump Dolly

Stainless Steel Flow Control Equipment for the Food, Beverage, Dairy, Cosmetics, Biotechnology, Pharmaceutical and Electronics Processing Industries

www.toplineonline.com
Top-Flo® C-Series Pump Dolly

TOP-FLO® C-Series pump dolly has an emphasis on your convenience. Its mobility will allow you to find many functions in your manufacturing process.

Standard features are as follows:
• Universal dolly for C100, C114, C216, C218 & C328 pumps with motors through 10 horsepower
• Full 304 stainless steel construction with 2 fixed wheels
• Bead blast finish
• 8” semi-pneumatic wheels
• Adjustable pivot point axle
• Handle mounted cord wrap

Optional features are as follows:
• Finishes:
  Mechanical polish
  Electropolish
• Full range of control options:
  VFD
  Start/stop controls
  Network controls
• Wheels:
  Non-marking white wheels
  Full pneumatic
  Solid
• Special customer design requirements

Advantages:
• Designed for your convenience
• Can be designed & manufactured to your specifications
• Convenient roll-away design
• Mobility allows you to find many functions in your manufacturing process
• Durable (full 304 stainless steel construction)